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Luminous Supernovae
Avishay Gal-Yam

Supernovae, the luminous explosions of stars, have been observed since antiquity. However,
various examples of superluminous supernovae (SLSNe; luminosities >7 ! 1043 ergs per second)
have only recently been documented. From the accumulated evidence, SLSNe can be classified
as radioactively powered (SLSN-R), hydrogen-rich (SLSN-II), and hydrogen-poor (SLSN-I, the most
luminous class). The SLSN-II and SLSN-I classes are more common, whereas the SLSN-R class is
better understood. The physical origins of the extreme luminosity emitted by SLSNe are a focus of
current research.

Supernova explosions play
important roles in many
aspects of astrophysics.

They are sources of heavy ele-
ments, ionizing radiation, and
energetic particles; they drive
gas outflows and shock waves
that shape star and galaxy for-
mation; and they leave behind
compact neutron star and black
hole remnants.Thestudyof super-
novae has thus been actively
pursued for many decades.

The past decade has seen the
discovery of numerous superlu-
minous supernovaevents (SLSNe;
Fig. 1). Their study is motivated
by their likely association with
the deaths of the most massive
stars, their potential contribu-
tion to the chemical evolution of
the universe and (at early times)
to its reionization, and the possi-
bility that they aremanifestations
of physical explosion mecha-
nisms that differ from those of
their more common and less lu-
minous cousins.

With extreme luminosities ex-
tending over tens of days (Fig. 1)
and, in some cases, copious ultraviolet (UV) flux,
SLSN events may become useful cosmic beacons
enabling studies of distant star-forming galaxies
and their gaseous environments. Unlike other
probes of the distant universe, such as short-lived
gamma-ray burst afterglows and luminous high-
redshift quasars, SLSNe display long durations
coupled with a lack of long-lasting environmental
effects; moreover, they eventually disappear and
allow their hosts to be studied without interference.

Supernovae traditionally have been classified
mainly according to their spectroscopic properties
[see (1) for a review]; their luminosity does not
play a role in the currently used scheme. In prin-

ciple, almost all SLSNe belong to one of two
spectroscopic classes: type IIn (hydrogen-rich
events with narrow emission lines, which are
usually interpreted as signs of interaction with
material lost by the star before the explosion) or
type Ic (events lacking hydrogen, helium, and
strong silicon and sulfur lines around maximum,
presumably associated with massive stellar ex-
plosions). However, the physical properties im-
plied by the huge luminosities of SLSNe suggest
that they arise, in many cases, from progenitor
stars that are very different from those of their
much more common and less luminous analogs.
In this review, I propose an extension of the clas-
sification scheme that can be applied to super-
luminous events.

I consider SNe with reported peak magnitudes
less than !21 mag in any band as being superlu-

minous (Fig. 1) (see text S1 for considerations
related to determining this threshold) (2).

Recent Surveys and the Discovery of SLSNe
Modern studies based on large SN samples and
homogeneous, charge-coupled device–based lu-
minosity measurements show that SLSNe are
very rare in nearby luminous and metal-rich host
galaxies (3, 4). Their detection therefore requires
surveys that monitor numerous galaxies of all
sizes in a large cosmic volume. The first genera-
tion of surveys covering large volumes was de-
signed to find numerous distant type Ia SNe for
cosmological use. These observed relatively small
fields of view to a great depth, placing most of the

effective survey volume at high
redshift (5).

An alternative method for sur-
veying a large volume of sky is
to use wide-field instruments to
cover a large sky area with rel-
atively shallow imaging. With
most of the survey volume at
low redshift, one can conduct an
efficient untargeted survey for
nearby SNe. Such surveys pro-
vided the first well-observed ex-
amples of SLSNe, such as SN
1999as (6), which turned out to
be the first example of the ex-
tremely 56Ni-rich SLSN-R class
(7), and SN 1999bd (8) (Fig. 2),
which is probably the first well-
documented example of the SLSN-
II class (9).

Further important detections
resulted from the Texas Super-
nova Survey (TSS) (10) (text S2).
On 3 March 2005, TSS detected
SN 2005ap, a hostless transient
at 18.13 mag. Its redshift was z =
0.2832, which indicated an ab-
solute magnitude at peak around
!22.7 mag, marking it as the most
luminous SN detected until then
(11). SN 2005ap is the first ex-

ample of the class defined below as SLSN-I. On
18 November 2006, TSS detected a bright tran-
sient located at the nuclear region of the nearby
galaxy NGC 1260 [SN 2006gy (12)]. Its mea-
sured peak magnitude was ~ !22 mag (12, 13).
Spectroscopy of SN 2006gy clearly showed hy-
drogen emission lines with both narrow and
intermediate-width components, leading to a spec-
troscopic classification of SN IIn; this is the proto-
type and best-studied example of the SLSN-II
class.

During the past few years, several untargeted
surveys have been operating in parallel (14). The
large volume probed by these surveys and their
coverage of a multitude of low-luminosity dwarf
galaxies have led, as expected (15), to the detec-
tion of numerous unusual SNe not seen before
in targeted surveys of luminous hosts; indeed,
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Fig. 1. The luminosity evolution (light curve) of supernovae. Common SN explosions
reach peak luminosities of ~1043 ergs s!1 (absolute magnitude > !19.5). Super-
luminous SNe (SLSNe) reach luminosities that are greater by a factor of ~10. The
prototypical events of the three SLSN classes—SLSN-I [PTF09cnd (4)], SLSN-II [SN
2006gy (12, 13, 77)], and SLSN-R [SN 2007bi (7)]—are compared with a normal
type Ia SN (Nugent template), the type IIn SN 2005cl (56), the average type Ib/c
light curve from (65), the type IIb SN 2011dh (78), and the prototypical type II-P SN
1999em (79). All data are in the observed R band (80).
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SN 2007bi

Very Massive Stars

Very massive stars in R136 and NGC 3603 741

Figure 8. Comparison between solar-metallicity (Z = 1.4 per cent) models calculated for the main-sequence evolution of 85–200 M! stars [initially rotating
at V init/vcrit = 0.4 (dotted) and 0 (solid)] and the physical properties derived from spectroscopic analysis of NGC 3603 WN 6h stars. We obtain excellent
agreement with dynamical masses for A1a and A1b for initially non-rotating models at ages of 1.5 ± 0.1 Myr. Current mass-loss rates match solar-metallicity
theoretical predictions (Vink et al. 2001) to within 0.2 dex.

ages (Sung & Bessell 2004), while Crowther et al. (2006) estimated
1.3 ± 0.3 Myr for NGC 3603 from a comparison between massive
O stars and theoretical isochrones (Lejeune & Schaerer 2001).

4.2 R136

Fig. 9 compares the derived properties of R136a1, R136a2, R136a3
and R136c with LMC metallicity evolutionary predictions, under

the assumption that these stars are single. Initial stellar masses in the
range 165–320 M! are implied, at ages of 1.7 ± 0.2 Myr, plus high
initial rotational rates, in order that the observed surface hydrogen
contents of 30–40 per cent by mass are reproduced. Initial and
current stellar mass estimates are included in Table 5. Differences in
age estimates reflect variations in initial rotation rates. Nevertheless,
equatorial rotation rates of ve " 200 (300) km s#1 are predicted after
"1.75 (2.75) Myr for a 300 (150) M! star.

Figure 9. Comparison between LMC-metallicity models calculated for the main-sequence evolution of 85–500 M! stars [initially rotating at vinit/vcrit =
0.4 (dotted) or 0 (solid)] and the physical properties derived from our spectroscopic analysis. We obtain excellent agreement for initially rapidly rotating,
165–320 M! stars at ages of "1.7 ± 0.2 Myr. Current mass-loss rates match LMC-metallicity theoretical predictions (Vink et al. 2001) to within 0.2 dex.

C$ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C$ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 408, 731–751

Very massive stars in R136 and NGC 3603 733

Table 1. Log of spectroscopic observations of R136 and NGC 3603 stars used in this study.

Star Instrument Grating Date Proposal/PI

R136a1 HST/HRS G140L 1994 July 5157/Ebbets
R136a3 HST/HRS G140L 1994 July 5157/Ebbets
R136a1 HST/FOS G400H, 1996 January 6018/Heap

G570H
R136a2 HST/FOS G400H, 1996 January 6018/Heap

G570H
R136a3 HST/FOS G400H, 1996 January 6018/Heap

G570H
R136c HST/FOS G400H 1996 November 6417/Massey
R136a1+R136a2 VLT/SINFONI K 2005 November– 076.D-0563/Schnurr

2005 December
R136a3 VLT/SINFONI K 2005 November– 076.D-0563/Schnurr

2005 December
R136c VLT/SINFONI K 2005 November– 076.D-0563/Schnurr

2005 December
NGC 3603A1 HST/FOS G400H 1994 September 5445/Drissen
NGC 3603B HST/FOS G400H 1994 September 5445/Drissen
NGC 3603C HST/FOS G400H 1994 September 5445/Drissen
NGC 3603A1 VLT/SINFONI K 2005 April– 075.D-0577/Moffat

2006 February
NGC 3603B VLT/SINFONI K 2005 April– 075.D-0577/Moffat

2006 February
NGC 3603C VLT/SINFONI K 2005 April– 075.D-0577/Moffat

2006 February

Table 2. Stars brighter than MKs ! "6 mag within 13 arcsec (0.5 pc) of
NGC 3603A1, together with V-band photometry from Melena et al. (2008)
in parenthesis.

Name Sp type mKs AKs MKs
a Binaryb

(mV ) (AV ) (MV )

A1 WN 6h 7.42 ± 0.05 0.59 ± 0.03 "7.57 ± 0.12 Yes
(11.18) (4.91 ± 0.25) ("8.13 ± 0.27)

B WN 6h 7.42 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.03 "7.54 ± 0.12 No?
(11.33) (4.70 ± 0.25) ("7.77 ± 0.27)

C WN 6hc 8.28 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.03 "6.68 ± 0.12 Yes
(11.89) (4.66 ± 0.25) ("7.17 ± 0.27)

aFor a distance of 7.6 ± 0.35 kpc (distance modulus 14.4 ± 0.1 mag).
bA1 is a 3.77 d double-eclipsing system, while C is a 8.9-d SB1 (Schnurr
et al. 2008a).
cAn updated classification scheme for Of, Of/WN and WN stars (Walborn
& Crowther, in preparation) favours O3 If*/WN 6 for NGC 3603C.

by de Koter et al. (1997) and so is also excluded here. Note also
that R136c has not been observed with GHRS. Visual FOS data
sets, with a circular aperture of diameter 0.26 arcsec achieved R !
1300, although R136a1 and R136a2 once again suffer significant
contamination from one another. It is solely at near-IR wavelengths
(SINFONI) that R136a1 and R136a2 are spectrally separated, for
which R136b served as an AO reference star (Schnurr et al. 2009).
The spectral resolution of the SINFONI data sets is R ! 3000.

We employ high spatial resolution Ks-band photometry of R136.
Differential Ks photometry from AO assisted VLT/SINFONI in-
tegral field data sets are tied to identical spatial resolution wider
field VLT Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics Demonstrator (MAD)
imaging (Campbell et al. 2010) using the relatively isolated star
R136b (WN 9h). Three overlapping fields were observed with
VLT/MAD, for which Field 1 provided the highest quality in
R136 [full width at half-maximum (FWHM) ! 0.1 arcsec], as

Figure 1. VLT MAD Ks-band 12 # 12 arcsec2 (3 # 3 pc2 for the LMC
distance of 49 kpc) image of R136 (Campbell et al. 2010) together with a
view of the central 4 # 4 arcsec2 (1 # 1 pc2) in which the very massive
WN 5h stars discussed in this paper are labelled (component b is a lower
mass WN 9h star). Relative photometry agrees closely with integral field
SINFONI observations (Schnurr et al. 2009).

shown in Fig. 1, itself calibrated using archival HAWK-I and
2MASS data sets (see Campbell et al. 2010). For 12 stars in
common between MAD photometry and HST Near Infrared Cam-
era and Multi Object Spectrometer (NICMOS) F205W imaging
(Brandner et al. 2001) transformed into the Cerro Tololo Inter-
American Observatory (CTIO) K-band system, Campbell et al.
(2010) find mKs (MAD) " mK (HST) = "0.04 ± 0.05 mag.

C$ 2010 The Authors. Journal compilation C$ 2010 RAS, MNRAS 408, 731–751

(also e.g., 
  Langer et al. 2007,
  Yusof et al. 2013)
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(Moriya et al. 2010)

SN 2007bi

MCO ~ 95 - 105 M
Pair-instability SN (PISN) Core collapse SN (CCSN)

MCO ~ 43 M

Type Ic SLSN

Possibilities of explosion mechanism

(Moriya et al. 2010)

MR,max = -21.3 mag
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(Gal-Yam et al. 2009)

Z = 0.2-0.4 Z  host galaxy

M(56Ni) ~ 3.5-7.4 M
Ejected 56Ni amount

No. 2, 2010 CORE-COLLAPSE SN MODEL FOR SN 2007bi L85
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Figure 2. Photospheric velocities of the core-collapse SN and PISN models.
The horizontal axis shows the days in the rest frame. The line velocities of SN
2007bi observed by Y10 are also shown for comparison. The line velocities of
O i !7774 show the lower limit. All the photospheric velocities are low enough
to be consistent with the observed line velocities.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

line cooling processes. In order to confirm that the abundances
of the core-collapse SN model are consistent with the nebular
spectra, we have to perform spectral synthesis calculations for
the realistic hydrodynamical model of ejecta rather than the
single-zone adopted by G09. As Si and S have many emission
lines in the infrared range, infrared spectra are also helpful
to distinguish PISNe from core-collapse SNe. We also point
out that, if SN 2007bi is confirmed to be a PISN, we could
expect that PISNe played a role in the chemical enrichment
in the early universe and there should be some old stars with
chemical compositions expected from PISNe, although they are
still undiscovered (e.g., Cayrel et al. 2004).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this Letter, we have shown that the LC and the photospheric
velocity of SN 2007bi are well reproduced by the core-collapse
SN model CC100. As some gamma-ray bursts are connected to
such high-energy Type Ic SNe, the extremely luminous SNe like
SN 2007bi could also be connected to gamma-ray bursts which
result from very massive stars. If this is the case, the extremely
luminous SNe like SN 2007bi could be connected to gamma-
ray bursts of much more massive star origin than known SNe
associated with a gamma-ray burst. Even stars more massive
than 300 M! could be the origin of luminous SNe (e.g., Ohkubo
et al. 2006, 2009).

We note, however, that, although SN 2007bi may not neces-
sarily be a PISN, the observational data available for SN 2007bi
is not sufficient to single out the explosion mechanism. In fact,
Kasen & Bildsten (2009) suggested that the magnetar-powered
LC model (also, Maeda et al. 2007; Woosley 2009) might ex-
plain the LC of SN 2007bi.

Here, we show the comparison between our PISN model
and SN 2007bi and discuss how to distinguish the models
for luminous SNe. We also apply such LC comparison to SN
2006gy.

4.1. PISN Models for SN 2007bi

In Section 3 (Figure 1), we have shown that observations of
SN 2007bi are well reproduced by the core-collapse SN model
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Figure 3. PISN model for SN 2006gy (PISN270). The bolometric LC of SN
2006gy is taken from Y10 and Agnoletto et al. (2009). The first point of SN
2006gy is the R-band upper limit from Smith et al. (2007). The CC100 no-
mixing model and the observed bolometric LC of SN 2007bi in Figure 1 are
also shown. The horizontal axis shows the days in the rest frame.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(CC100). Here, we confirm the claim made by G09 that a PISN
model can also be consistent with the bolometric LC of SN
2007bi by using the approximate PISN model PISN270.

The PISN270 model is constructed by scaling the physical
structure of the homologously expanding model CC100 to the
ejecta model with Mej = 121 M! and Ekin = 7 " 1052 erg. The
ejecta mass Mej is the same as the C+O core mass of the PISN
model with MMS = 270 M!(UN02), and Ekin is obtained from
the nuclear energy released by explosive nuclear burning of the
C+O core (UN02). Here, the same amount of 56Ni (M56Ni =
9.8 M!), as in the 270 M! model (UN02), is assumed to be
synthesized in the inner layers. Note that the 270 M! model
of UN02 still has the H-rich and He envelopes at the time of
explosion and, here, we assume that the envelopes were stripped
off by some mechanism.

Figure 3 shows that the bolometric LC of PISN270 (the red
line) is consistent with the bolometric LC of SN 2007bi (red
open circles). The rise time to the LC peak for PISN270 is
#150 days, being consistent with the PISN model in G09. This
rise time is longer than the core-collapse SN model CC100
(Figure 3), because the photon diffusion takes more time in
the more massive PISN270. Although M56Ni of PISN270 is
#1.6 times larger than that of the core-collapse SN CC100
model, the longer rise time lowers the peak brightness powered
by the radioactive decay. These two effects make the peak
magnitude of PISN270 similar to that of CC100.

This difference in the rising part of the LC is important
for discriminating between the core-collapse SN and the PISN
models. Although SN 2007bi was not observed early enough,
much earlier observations before the peak could constrain the
SN type from the LC. In addition, as already mentioned in
Section 3, the abundance of Si and S would also be a key to
distinguish between the two models.

4.2. Models for SN 2006gy

As mentioned in Section 1, there has been some suggestions
that the luminous Type IIn SN 2006gy is a PISN (e.g., Smith
et al. 2007). We thus apply our LC models for comparison with
SN 2006gy. Figure 3 shows the bolometric LC of SN 2006gy

(Young et al. 2010)

(Gal-Yam et al. 2009)

Interaction with CSM
(Chatzopoulos et al. 2013)

Magnetar-energized ejecta
(e.g., Nicholl et al. 2013)
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Evolution and SNe of Very Massive Stars

Massive Star evolution (TY & Umeda 2011;  Umeda, TY & Takahashi 2012)

Mass loss rate
Main-sequence Vink et al. (2001) ∝ Z0.69 , Z0.64

(Z dependence: Vink & de Koter 2005)
Wolf-Rayet stars Nugis & Lamers (2000)
Red giant de Jager et al. (1988) (Z dependence: ∝ Z0.64 )

Aspherical SN explosions of 110 and 250 M  stars (Z=0.004)
 with various opening angles θop

Progenitors for SNe Ic with large 56Ni production

56Ni production in aspherical core-collapse SNe Ic

Dependence of M(56Ni) and ejecta amount on θop

Constraints from the observations of SN 2007bi

MMS = (13 -) 100 - 500 M , Z=0.004

Takashi Yoshida   “Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts in Kyoto”, YITP, October 29, 2013

Final mass, CO-core mass, stellar type
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○RG star, ■WN star
× WC star, 　WO star

MMS > 100 - 140 M 

(TY & Umeda 2011)
Final Mass of Very Massive Stars

Z = 0.004
MA: standard (Mst)
. .

MC = 0.5 Mst
..

.
MB ~ 1.5 Mst
.
(WR stars: Crowther 2007)

(e.g., Discussion in Hirschi 2008, 
                           Pulse et al. 2008)

MC=0.5Mst
. .

MB~1.5Mst
. .

MA=Mst
. .

WO or WC stars ... SNe Ic
Takashi Yoshida   “Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts in Kyoto”, YITP, October 29, 2013

Stellar types

Final mass Mf depends on mass loss rate.
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(TY & Umeda 2011)
CO Core Mass of Very Massive Stars

PISN

M(56Ni) > 1 M

M(56Ni) > 3 M
SN 2007bi

Z = 0.004
MC=0.5Mst
. .

MB~1.5Mst
. .

MA=Mst
. .

(Heger & Woosley 2002, 
 Umeda & Nomoto 2002)

PISN

Available 56Ni amount
from CCSN (Umeda & Nomoto 2008)

M(56Ni) > 1 M  
  MCO > 10 M , E51 > 10

~
~ ~

M(56Ni) > 3 M  
  MCO > 30 M , E51 > 20

~
~ ~

MCO > 60 M

Small mass loss rate PISN is possible for SN 2007bi
CC SN Ic with M(56Ni)>3M A: 110 < MMS < 280 M

Takashi Yoshida   “Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts in Kyoto”, YITP, October 29, 20134



MCO=39 M

Pulsational Pair-Instability SNe

Pulsations by pair-instability

PPI SN (CCSN)

(MCO < 40 M )

Pulsational pair-instability (PPI) SNe
Core-collapse

e-e+

“unstable” (40 < MCO < 60 M  )

CCSN
~

250 M  → 61 M  WO

110 M  → 43 M  WO

MCO=56 M
250 M

110 M

(Heger & Woosley 2002)

Takashi Yoshida   “Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts in Kyoto”, YITP, October 29, 2013

~ ~
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E = 7×1052 erg

Dependence on opening angle θop

SN 2007bi
Mtotal/10

56Ni Production of Aspherical CC SNe

250M

110M
250 M  model (solid lines)

110 M  model (dashed lines)
E = 5×1052 erg

θop

Energy injection
E

Reproducing 56Ni mass in SN 2007bi

(TY, Okita, Umeda, submitted)

M(56Ni)

Aspherical explosion
One possibility for explosion mechanism of SN 2007bi

Takashi Yoshida   “Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts in Kyoto”, YITP, October 29, 2013

Mass cut: 2.0 M
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MMS=110M   and E=5×1052 erg

Conclusions

SNe Ic with large 56Ni production

PISN with M(56Ni) > 3 M
MMS > 500 M
(MMS > 300 M   with small mass loss rate)

Aspherical CC (PPI) SN models

110 < MMS < 280 M  , E > 2×1052 erg~
~

~
~

MMS=250M   and E=7×1052 erg,

CCSN (PPI SN) with M(56Ni) > 3 M~
~ ~

Takashi Yoshida   “Supernovae and Gamma-Ray Bursts in Kyoto”, YITP, October 29, 2013

Very massive stars in Z=0.004
Final mass and CO-core mass strongly depend on the mass loss rate.
Progenitor of SNe Ic MMS > 100 - 140 M

One possibility for explosion mechanism of SN 2007bi
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